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When Bomba Becomes 
The National Music of 
the Puerto Rico Nation...

JUAN CARTAGENA

This article addresses the resurgence of Puerto Rico’s
bomba music. It concludes that the opportunities to
study, dance, and perform bomba are more prevalent
today because of a rediscovery of the genre that
goes beyond its manifestation in the Cortijo era
to include multiple bomba rhythms, bomba de baile,
and the use of authentic drumming ensembles.
Puerto Ricans today, including many Puerto Rican
youth, are prepared to disaggregate bomba from plena
in order to understand its development and fulfill its
promise as a liberating art form. [Key words: Puerto
Rico, music, dance, bomba, cultural resistance, tradition]

ABSTRACT

Nannette Hermández, of Segunda Quimbamba, dancing bomba. Jersey City, NJ, 2003.
Photograph by Ed Johnson. Reprinted, by permission, from Juan Cartagena.
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Bomba: A Primer3

Bomba is a musical art form from Puerto Rico that combines drumming, dancing, 
and song in a celebration of dexterity and synergy between the drummer and the
dancer. Despite its regional variations, the common elements include a percussion
ensemble of two or more bomba drums (or barriles de bomba), one of which is called
buleador in the north or tambor segundo in the south, a drum which keeps the rhythmic
base through a deeper, bass timbre; and a second drum, called primo or subidor in the
north and tambor primero in the south, with a higher pitch timbre used to mark the
dancer’s steps. Other instruments include a maraca and two sticks called cua that
accompany a singer and chorus performing in characteristic call and response format.
Dancers challenge the drummer to follow their moves on the lead drum. The interplay
between the lead dancer and lead drummer has been characterized as a “dialogue” 
or a “challenge” that produces a competition, at times joyful and feigned, and at
times serious, that is at the heart of bomba. 

Debates over authenticity among bomberos are as common as they are in every art
form that links its preservation with oral traditions. But what all bombero drummers
can agree upon is that dancing is an indispensable part of the lead drummer’s
improvisations. Whether the dancer is present or imagined, without a dancer there is
no real bomba. The singing is more an accompaniment than the main feature of bomba,
with understated lyrics that produce repetitive, hypnotic verses resembling chants. 
This understatement4 allows the sonorous sounds of the barrel drums to dominate 
and produce palpitating rhythms that evoke a deeper familiarity among all boricuas. 

Bomba is simultaneously the name of the drum, the dance, and the genre of
rhythms that encompass the most developed form of Puerto Rico’s drum music.
Puerto Rico’s other drum is the pandero of plena. As such, bomba is rooted in the
island’s African history. Héctor Vega Drouet’s pioneering research into the origins 
of bomba points to West Africa and the Ashanti people of Ghana as the possible
source of these rhythms as they were developed in Puerto Rico more than 300 
years ago. The etymology of the word bomba has been traced to the Akan language
(Vega Drouet 1979; Dufrasne González 1994) and to the Bantu of Africa (Congo, Angola,
Mozambique, Camerun) (see Díaz Díaz 1986: 13). José Manuel Argüelles’ contem-
porary research notes that in most Bantu languages the word bomba has a common
meaning that encompasses a spiritual connotation for a gathering.5 Additional
research points to other Caribbean islands and their influence on African slaves 
and freed blacks in Puerto Rico, and consequently on the origins of bomba as
documented by Emanuel Dufrasne González, who draws parallels in this regard
between Puerto Rico and Guadeloupe, Haiti, Martinique, Venezuela, Louisiana,
Cuba, Colombia, and Panama (Dufrasne González 1985).

Given its origins, bomba developed within the African slave communities in the
coastal regions of Puerto Rico in the first instance, then followed the cimarrones
(fugitives) into the mountains. These settings, in the counter-plantation
environment, represented a haven for many people of different races who escaped
exploitation; additionally, it was where bomba influenced the melodic structure of
what is known as jíbaro music. Quintero Rivera has summarized the research by
Álvarez and Dufrasne González, which points to the influence of African-based
rhythms that are often camouflaged within the rhythms of the guitars associated
with jíbaro music (Quintero Rivera 1992; see McCoy 1968).

Bomba is also the music of resistance and rebellion, for it was during bailes de bomba
that slaves plotted their escapes. The resulting stricter regulation of bomba kept its
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Introduction
Tito Cepeda is a bombero from New York steeped in the tradition and loved by all
who know his mastery of Puerto Rico’s drums, his commitment to teaching, and his
spirituality. One night in El Barrio his family and friends waited anxiously with
expectation at the Julia de Burgos Center. This was a reception for him and a release
for us. We were the ones who had shared his pain as diabetes progressed through his
body, causing the amputation of several of his fingers. We were the ones who directly
understood what this meant to him and to the community of pleneros and bomberos. 
So we waited, making quiet conversation.

The night opened with drums—our constant companion in times of need, and in times
of plenty. The percussionists, provoked by Tito Matos, finally started the lyrical acrobatic
challenges that accompany every plena. It was this rhythm from Ponce, reflecting the
mastery of plena legends such as Bumbún Oppenheimer and Emilio Escobar,1 who
welcomed Tito Cepeda as he finally arrived, dressed to the nines. In no time a new, fresh
plena was composed by Hugo Asencio to honor the contributions that Tito Cepeda made
to our lives. The drums continued, the abrazos and whispered words of solidarity to Tito
continued as well. But this was all a prelude. The real passion ignited when the bomba
drums appeared. It was then that Tito Cepeda danced to the drum, danced to the
memory of his ancestors, and explicitly called out everyone to the floor. The participatory
nature of the music increased immediately and exponentially. Skirts flowed, both real 
and imaginary. Dancers materialized from the audience, young and old, light and dark, 
all joining the baile de bomba. Ancestors from Loíza, Santurce, and Mayagüez were invoked,
and song after song unfolded. This night in El Barrio epitomized the crossroads of bomba
and plena today: plena was used to give voice to our collective consciousness, our collective
poetic creativity; and bomba, participatory baile de bomba, was used to reassert our
collective emotions, our dance and the souls of our antepasados.

This impromptu, participatory, and continuous expression of bomba song and dance
continued peaking when Roberto Cepeda performed his signature dance on the bomba
drum while Tito Cepeda placed his bandaged hands on the drumhead. Hands, feet,
and animal skin coalesced in tribute to this Puerto Rican bombero, who grew up in
New York and embodies the hope of Rafael Cepeda, Castor Ayala, Rafael Cortijo, 
and William Archeval:2 the hope that bomba will be more accessible and appreciated
than ever before and that bomba will be recognized as an important element in Puerto
Rico’s identity and its resistance to the cultural homogeneity of the dominant elites. 

[ 16 ]

Barriles de bomba. Artesanos (starting from left): Jesús Cepeda, Edwardo Torres (art Rafael Torres), Juan Cartagena.
Photography by Juan Cartagena. Reprinted, by permission, from Juan Cartagena.
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manifestations at bay but did not
completely outlaw its practice
(Thompson 2002: 13–4), leading
to the preservation of a musical
art form that resonates today
among Puerto Rican youth who
identify with its rebelliousness. 

The rhythmic patterns that
define bomba have centuries of
tradition on the island. To the
extent that African-derived
drumming patterns can be
transposed into European musical
notations, bombas fall into 4/4 or
6/8 meter. What is clear is that
bomba in one region of the island
can be quite different from
another region. In terms of basic
rhythm patterns (seis de bomba or
son de bomba), the Santurce region
is known for its sicá, holandé, and
yubá; Loíza, for its seis corrido and
corvé rhythms; Ponce and the
south, for guembé, belén, and cunyá,
among other rhythms; and
Mayagüez, for holandé, among
other rhythms. In addition, the

style of dance and the overall presentation and protocol associated with the dance in
a baile de bomba—the traditional, participatory dance which is associated with bomba
in its truest form—also exhibit significant regional variations.

Regional variations, overlapping terminology, and even idiosyncratic expressions 
of bomba throughout Puerto Rico are indicative of the oral traditions that have
preserved bomba for over 300 years. This organic expression, with all its colors and
manifestations, what some would label “folkloric” expressions, characterizes a major
component of bomba. The other component, commercialized bomba performed by
musical groups that cater to market forces, did not develop until the 1950s at the
earliest. In this category, despite its richness and complexity, bomba was reduced to
one form of expression by perhaps its most important artist in the last half of the
twentieth century: Rafael Cortijo. An incredible force in the elevation of percus-
sionists throughout the industry and a pioneer in obtaining equal pay and treatment
for black and mulatto musicians, Rafael Cortijo and his group, Cortijo y Su Combo
with Ismael Rivera, were showmen that took Puerto Rico by storm in the 1950s 
and 1960s and became Puerto Rico’s first ambassadors of Afro-Caribbean music,
including bomba (Cartagena 1999a). Not surprisingly, it was Cortijo’s vision that led 
to his adaptation of seises de bomba, from the pen of Rafael Cepeda, to a stock bomba
sicá that is known throughout the island as a generic bomba—as if the genre produced
only one rhythm. The truth was that bomba sicá was danceable in the paired dancing
style popular then and now, adaptable to the Cuban-influenced conjunto ensemble
that Cortijo fronted. Most of all, it was marketable. At that time, Lito Peña y su

Orquesta Panamericana followed a similar practice of reducing bomba to one form 
in order to succeed in the commercialized market.

Performances and recordings of bomba today have come full circle to encompass
many forms that have defined the tradition in all its manifestations. As Halbert
Barton explains from his investigations on the island, bomba is more than just another
genre of Puerto Rico’s folkloric music; it is a manifestation of its cultural
nationalism, a “vehicle for popular education about Afro-Puerto Rican history,” and a
symbol of tradition and authenticity (Barton 1995:10). Other commentators highlight
bomba as being “subversive in challenging the notions of nationhood; in accepting our
African roots; and in offering an alternate understanding of our spirituality, sensuality
and of our relation with nature” (Rodríguez Benítez 2002: 2).

Bomba. Not bombiplena
The incredibly rich musical art form known as bomba suffers from its own identity
crisis among Puerto Ricans. It is an art form with over 300 years of history and is 
the music most closely associated with the African heritage in Puerto Rico. Yet it 
is hardly distinguishable from plena in the eyes of many boricuas. Indeed, plena is the
default music in bombiplena—a mischaracterization, a “‘folkloric’ dyad” (Barton 1995:
53), that continues unabated today. 

Examples abound. Edgardo Rodríguez Juliá, Puerto Rico’s excellent essayist who
frequently captures the essence of Puerto Rico’s pulse, has nonetheless written about
Rafael Cortijo and about bomba in ways that fail to capture the unique contributions
of bomba as a distinct art form. His deservedly acclaimed essay on the death of
Cortijo, El entierro de Cortijo (Rodríguez Juliá 1983), narrows Cortijo’s
accomplishments to plena in this “folkloric dyad.” All descriptive references to
Cortijo in this regard refer to plena (Rodríguez Juliá 1983: 24, 30).6 Indeed, the essay 
is generally silent on bomba, with only one reference to bomba as the apparent source
of plena (Rodríguez Juliá 1983: 91). His writings also mischaracterize bomba songs as
plenas such as “Maquinolandera” and others.7 Even with the significant contribution
that Rodríguez Juliá adds to this discourse, Puerto Rico has failed to fully appreciate
the legacy of Rafael Cortijo. His work revolutionized the music of bomba and plena,
the quality of life for the musicians who played it, and the popular culture that was
molded inexorably by it. 

Rodríguez Juliá’s essay on the life and times of the people of Santurce and their
reverence for Rafael Cortijo is an important contribution to the location of Afro-
Puerto Rican music within the island’s popular culture. Accordingly, his inability 
to articulate the impact of Cortijo on Puerto Rico’s bomba traditions is not entirely
surprising; presumably, it was not his intention to do so. Bomba leading into the 
1950s in Puerto Rico was a product of a closed, inner society in the black community.
As such it was the elusive prize of the percussionist, attained only through personal
investment or the happenstance of birthplace. Rafael Cortijo permanently changed
all this; he put the bomba in bombiplena.

Other writers or editors collapse the two genres, as if bomba cannot stand alone in
Puerto Rican consciousness. Natalia de Cuba’s article on the rise of bomba and bomba
dance among youth in Puerto Rico, which reports exclusively on bomba, has a title that
speaks to the rise of both bomba and plena but a text that references only the former 
(de Cuba 1999). A similar erroneous pairing of bomba and plena exists in the title of an
article by Norma Salazar (Salazar 1995). Others point to events that legitimately lead to the
rise of plena, and speak to its crossover benefits for bomba as well, as if both were identical.

[ 19 ][ 18 ]

Barril de bomba. Artesano: Juan Fuentes. Photograph by Juan
Cartagena. Reprinted, by permission, from Juan Cartagena.
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characterizes this part of our Puerto Rican folklore” (Rosa Nieves 1967: 64—author’s
translation). One French journalist in the late 1800s was allegedly run out of Puerto
Rico after writing a piece for Madrid’s La Unión that mocked all semblance of culture
in Puerto Rico, including the “delicious dance” of bomba, performed in the “untilled
and filthy wilderness” by naked men, women in banana leaves, and bomba drums that
produce sounds like cannon shots (Thompson 2002: 21). And an 1878 publication
describes bomba as follows: 

Various trullas (holiday caroling visits) have made the rounds
in recent nights . . .. Even the congos (blacks) have done their
part in this party by filling their ears with out-of-rhythm
screams and exhibiting wherever they can their grotesque
movements which, it must be said, are damning to anyone
who honors a refined population. 
(Díaz Díaz 1986: 14, n.1—author’s translation)8

These negative portrayals continue even by authors and investigators of some repute
in Puerto Rico. One folklorist emphasizes how bomba is an “expression of frenetic
primitivism” (López Cruz 1967: 47), instead of recognizing the grace that usually
accompanies baile de bomba. Similarly, Manuel Alonso’s El gíbaro, considered a leading
reference on 19th-century customs of the island, recounts the dances of Puerto Rico
but refuses to include the music of blacks in the island because it has not been
generally accepted (Alonso 1974: 67). Critical reactions to Alonso decried the
exclusion of black dance forms from Puerto Rican common customs as a negation 
of black influence in the island (Quintero Rivera 1992: 46; Rodríguez Benítez 2002: 9).

In the 1970s in Puerto Rico a renewed look at the contributions of the African
element of the island resulted in a more comprehensive reporting of the complexities
of bomba, both its rhythms and its dance (see Campos Parsi 1976). Nonetheless,
the “third root” of Puerto Rican culture (Taíno, Spanish, African) has never received

the attention that the Taíno and Spanish strands receive in Puerto Rico (Duany 2002).
Neither is Puerto Rico’s disparaging or indifferent treatment of bomba a relic

from the distant past, as the commonwealth government’s official response to 
a 2003 National Geographic profile of the island made clear. In the magazine article,
photos and references to bomba, especially bomba from Loíza, were made in
abbreviated fashion, highlighting its open, participatory attractiveness, its regional
variations, and its clear African roots (Cockburn 2003). Refreshingly, there is no
automatic coupling of bomba with its counterpart plena anywhere in the article.
Because the article painted a realistic picture of the island’s underground economy,
bringing it to the attention of a larger audience than the official government
would have liked, it was criticized heavily by certain official spokespeople. 
The main critic was Aníbal Acevedo-Vilá, the Resident Commissioner of Puerto
Rico to the United States Congress, who lamented the magazine’s focus on
“extremely limited examples of our culture to the near total exclusion of
traditions much more representative of the general Puerto Rican society”
(Acevedo-Vilá 2003). His example? Bomba, which he mischaracterizes in typical
island fashion as “bomba and plena.” His complaint? That the article fails to
acknowledge the “full variety of historical and cultural influences” on the island;
the quotation may be interpreted as saying that the article failed to glorify the

[ 21 ][ 20 ]

Part of this invisibility is due to the lack of literature on bomba, especially in
academic circles, as if the genre were unworthy of serious research (Barton 1995: 53;
Rodríguez Benítez 2002: 4), and part of the problem is due to the invisibility that
accompanies African influences on Puerto Rican culture in general. Even today the
number of dissertations, or expanded academic writings, on the richness of bomba music
is limited (see McCoy 1968; Vega Drouet 1979; Dufrasne González 1985; Barton 1995).
This othering of Puerto Rican bomba is also a product of race and its legacy.

The Racialization of Bomba
The marginalization of bomba in Puerto Rico and throughout the diaspora must 
be viewed through the prism of race. On the one hand, bomba music and dance 
are proudly displayed throughout Puerto Rican communities as the quintessential
symbol of their African heritage. Yet, as Barton observes, its exalted status as a
symbol of blackness is juxtaposed with its marginalization by the “white-identified
elite and society at large” (Barton 1995: 11). 

Emanuel Dufrasne González is one of the few writers who have pointedly depicted
the anomalies that confront bomba as an accepted musical and cultural phenomenon
in Puerto Rico. He asserts, plainly and directly, that one simply cannot speak about
Puerto Rico’s music without including its African heritage, which influences all the
music in the island (Millán 1999). In “Afrofobia,” he notes:

In our country, municipal and regional governmental
agencies exist to promote our national culture.... 
The problem lies in the definition of our national culture.
They conceive it only from one musical instrument—
the Puerto Rican cuatro—when our country has created a
diverse form of musical instruments. Why the cuatro and not
the pandero of plena? Why not a bomba drum? Drums clearly
are deemed offensive and repugnant because they evoke
memories of our blacks, as if Spain did not have its own
drums and other percussive instruments, or as if in the vast
continent of Africa there were no stringed instruments like
lauds, harps, violins and the like. They suffer from afro-
phobia. These agency bureaucrats think of nothing else but
Taíno indian petrogliphs, and the güiro, and our décimas as
the prototype of our legacy, disregarding our rich Afro-Puerto
Rican legacy. The bomba drum is also Puerto Rican. 
(Dufrasne González 1996—author’s translation)

Several researchers have noted the disparaging references to bomba music that 
led to Dufrasne’s telling observation. Flores recounts the pejorative labels given 
to Cortijo’s music as “vulgar” and “lumpen” (Flores 1993a: 94). Similar descriptions
include: “Our black bomba is of African origin. . . .Generally, it is danced in pairs in
dramatic fashion full of grotesque, imitative and sensual movements. This euphoric
(pastosa) melody, following the beats of the African drum, joining with the lyrics of
blackness, of sex, molasses and rum, hinting, at times, at racial prejudice, is what
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Bomba, as well as plena, however, was very popular in the Palladium and through-
out New York; Cortijo y Su Combo performed in sold-out concerts. Nonetheless,
some attribute a difference between New York and Puerto Rico receptiveness, 
at that time, to the “folkloric rhythms” of the island. Speaking of the New York
scene in the Palladium days, historian Max Salazar notes: “What happened with
bomba is that it died out. That’s because it appealed to a small segment of the New
York scene—only Puerto Ricans. But the blacks, the Jews, the Italians and the
Puerto Ricans too, all wanted mambo and cha cha” (Cartagena 1999a: 3).

New York City, in that respect, was different than Puerto Rico because of the
diversity of its Latino community. At first this would appear to explain the factors
that led to the underdevelopment of bomba in the first half of the 20th century. 
But New York City began to experience unprecedented Puerto Rican migration 
soon thereafter. Yet on the music scene, the rhythms of the island’s Antillean
neighbors took hold. In posing the question, Why is Cuban music the primary
foundation of a music style performed largely by Puerto Ricans in the City?,
Roberta Singer and others recognize the role of Cuban forms and styles, but assert
that the music of other parts of the Caribbean contributes much to the development
of Latin popular music in New York (Singer 1982). Some writers recognize bomba
and plena, together with jazz, as a form of dual influence—indigenous and foreign—
leading to the development of salsa (Duany 1984: 199); others see bomba and plena
as integral to the growth of salsa (Flores 1993a: 106) or as logical endpoints for
Puerto Rican musicians who seek to validate their cultural roots (Singer 1982: 57). 

So this begs the question: To what extent is bomba an integral element of the New
York City phenomenon called salsa? Or is it a “mythological” root of commercialized
salsa (Barton 1995: 156)? Puerto Rican musicians are credited in general with creating
spaces within salsa for other genres of Latin American music beyond Cuban rhythms,
crossing borders and cultures along the way. “Thus, what gives salsa styles their
unique flavor in different regions is the inclusion of musical elements of particular
national repertoires: seis, aguinaldo, bomba and plena from Puerto Rico, joropo and gaita
from Venezuela, and cumbia and porro from Colombia” (Berríos-Miranda 2000: 36).
Accordingly, salsa is not the product of one particular rhythm or musical form; 

[ 23 ]

Spanish and Taíno over and above the African influence. With these examples in
mind, it is easy to see why bomba has been excluded from the official discourse of the
island’s patrimony. 

In the United States the racialization of bomba took on many of the same contours
despite the qualitative differences in how the two nations account for race.
Puerto Ricans in the United States defy easy racial categorizations owing to their
own mixed race: a phenotypical range from black to brown to white (Duany 2002:
244). This results in their othering by “Euromericans,” whose perceptions have
created a new race for Puerto Ricans (Grosfoguel and Georas 2001). This racial
othering creates sets of experiences of discrimination leading Puerto Ricans to
resist total assimilation and, instead, fight American racism. Thus, Puerto Ricans 
in New York repudiate classifications of black or white and prefer being charac-
terized as “other” (Duany 2002: 244). Puerto Rican migrants are fierce defenders 
of their culture and their traditions despite the toll of distance and time, thus
creating space for a reaffirmation of boricua identity. And bomba, already margin-
alized by Puerto Ricans, becomes even more racially charged when it is used as 
an identifiable marker for boricua communities in the diaspora. Its manifestations 
in the historic epicenter of the boricua migration, New York City, require, however, 
a more detailed discussion of its role and its development.

Nuyoricans & Bomba
In 1998, at a panel discussion on Latin rhythms in New York City, the legendary Puerto
Rican conguero Ray Barretto witnessed a demonstration on bomba dance and percussion
and then revealed, tellingly, that he would now consider recording a bomba—something
he had never done before in his career. Barretto does not stand alone in this regard; even
the king of Latin music, Tito Puente, recorded only seven bombas, all in sicá (and only one
plena) in a career that amassed more than 110 recorded albums (Cartagena 2000).

There is a paucity of research focusing on the presence of bomba within the Puerto
Rican diaspora. Puerto Rico is noted for having the bulk of its popular music throughout
the early 1900s into the 1950s recorded outside its borders—virtually all of it in New
York (Díaz Ayala 1998: 52). In light of bomba’s role as the quintessential African-based
cultural expression from the island and the fact that Puerto Ricans in the United
States have been racialized in ways that highlight their otherness, the relative absence
of bomba, while noteworthy, is not surprising, at least not to musical leaders in the
heyday of New York City’s dominance as the hub of Puerto Rican migration:

In live performances you might get one or two merengues
in a salsa band. You’ll rarely get any bombas and plenas. 
(Barton 1995: 81–2—quoting Frankie Malabe)

Looking back [at the street drumming sessions], I cannot
remember playing Puerto Rican rhythms. I guess we thought
of our parents’ music as jíbaro (hicky), old fashioned, and not
really percussive. . . . Although we had heard of plena and
bomba, they were very vague images because black Puerto
Rican music was never given any importance. 
(Barton 1995: 82—quoting René López)

[ 22 ]

Cua. Artesano: Juan Cartagena. Photograph by Rafael Torres. Reprinted, by permission, from Juan Cartagena.
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it is, instead, characterized more by its ability to freely incorporate various rhythms
from the Caribbean (Quintero Rivera 1998a). Musicians like Tommy Olivencia mark
the beginning of the salsa era with the bomba and plena expressions of Rafael Cortijo
(Thompson 2002: 115). But the musician credited most with inserting other Caribbean
rhythms, including bomba, into the Cuban foundation of salsa is Willie Colón
(Otero Garabís 2000). By fronting the hottest and youngest band at the beginnings
of the salsa era in New York City, Willie Colón was a daring innovator who created
the space for Héctor Lavoe to make jíbaro music, from the mountains of Puerto
Rico, hip in New York (Sosa Dedos 1998) and who later reinvigorated the legendary
career of plenero Mon Rivera in recordings of both plenas and bombas. The 1971 song
“Ghana’e,” a Colón and Lavoe composition, is one of the earliest, and most popular,
bombas recorded by them. Willie Colón was, knowingly or not, helping to forge a new
Puerto Rican identity for Puerto Ricans in the diaspora, who were recognizing the
significance of their African roots on different terms than their counterparts in
Puerto Rico (see Flores and Yúdice 1990).

All of these developments were part of the backdrop in the City when bomba
began to flourish. Pioneers in the development of bomba in the New York City
include Víctor Montañez, founder of Víctor Montañez y Los Pleneros de la 110 in
1966, a group that went on to record bomba and plena tunes. Sammy Tanco, another
veteran of this music, started a bomba and plena group, El Grupo Loíza, in the Lower
East Side in 1967, while Paco Rivera lent his guidance to Los Pleneros de la 21 and to
the people at Rincón Criollo in the Bronx. El Barrio also benefited at this early stage
from the work of Heny Álvarez and his bomba performance group, Mi Grupo y Bomba
(Muñoz nd). Eugenia Ramos, an intense and spiritual bomba dancer and performer,
bridged the bomba scene in New York between Heny Álvarez’s group and Los Pleneros
de la 21. Félix Romero was another important pioneer in bomba, credited with creating
one of the first nonprofits that promoted bomba and plena rhythms and secured
funding for these efforts. His work with Teatro Otra Cosa made inroads into breaking
down barriers at cultural festivals in Central Park, which ignored bomba and plena.9
Finally, the vision of Carmelo Acosta Lacén was instrumental in giving numerous 
New York City bomba and plena groups their first gigs in festivals in the City. He was
instrumental, along with Hermanos Fraternos de Loíza Aldea, in organizing the annual
Fiesta Tradicionales de Loíza Aldea and produced one of the earliest bomba and plena
festivals in the city, in 1976 at Tompkin Park in Brooklyn. Journalist Aurora Flores
covered for Billboard magazine an earlier festival of bomba in New York City, held at the
Beacon Theatre in 1975.10

The survival of bomba in New York City after the pioneering efforts of these veteran
musicians and promoters is due in large part to two institutions: the community that
congregates at La Casita Rincón Criollo in the Bronx and the seminal El Barrio-based
bomba and plena ensemble, Los Pleneros de la 21. Many have noted the role of Rincón
Criollo, founded by José “Chema” Soto, in the preservation of plena. But it clearly has
also played a significant role in preserving bomba (see Flores 2000b). This is evident
from its fabrication of bomba drums by Francisco “Paco” Rivera and Benny Ayala, its
bomba dance classes led by Norma Cruz and others, and its renowned bomba jams,
which are celebrated frequently and allow many dancers and percussionists to perform
before a knowledgeable audience. These bomba sessions were held on the grounds of
the community garden and were characterized by participatory drumming, dancing,
and singing—elements which, along with the inherent informality that accompanies
all Rincón Criollo activities, made these bomba sessions the equivalent of the bombazos

brought from San Juan to Brooklyn in the late 1990s (see below). In fact, La Casita 
has adopted the term bombazo and even, bomplenazo. 

Additionally, the role of Los Pleneros de la 21 in disseminating the richness of
Puerto Rico’s drum music cannot be understated. Celebrating their 20th anniversary
in 2003, this group has had a profound impact on preserving these rhythms for
Puerto Ricans in and outside of New York and for the youth of New York City. 
Their live performances mixed the stage presentation of bomba in the Familia
Cepeda tradition with bomba dance numbers that demanded audience participation.
Many Puerto Ricans in the diaspora danced to bomba rhythms at live performances 
of Los Pleneros de la 21. This body of work has been recognized by an award given 
to its director Juan Gutiérrez, the National Heritage Fellowship Award, in 1996 by
the National Endowment for the Arts.

Bomba’s Renaissance
Despite these developments, the invisibility or othering that accompanies bomba
among Puerto Ricans is evidenced by the decades-old debates about the national
music of Puerto Rico. This started with the call for danza as the national music of
Puerto Rico (Pedreira 1934). The danza has been idealized as representative of the
grand family of Puerto Rico’s people: verses influenced by Spain, melodies with
remnants of African rhythms, and the güiro as the contribution from Taíno
ancestors (Quintero Rivera 1998). Next came the criollo call, spearheaded by the
influential essayist Tomás Blanco, for the upstart plena as the national music
(Flores 1993b; Valentín-Escobar 2001). The debate continued with the generally
accepted maxim that the cuatro, Puerto Rico’s ten-stringed guitar, is the national
instrument of Puerto Rico and the more recent assertion that salsa remains its
musical symbol (Thompson 2002; Berríos-Miranda 2000). 

On various levels, the debates over Puerto Rico’s national music are superficial and
diversionary. They contradict the amalgamation of synthesized cultural practices that
exist on the island and in the diaspora. The debate is more of a simplistic caricature
of one expression, symbolically laden with race or class, over another. There is space
for more than one national music of Puerto Rico, each enjoying peaks of popularity
and expression.

And yet, before the remnants of this discredited exercise are discarded, legitimate
questions can be raised: How long do we wait until someone makes the case for
bomba as Puerto Rico’s national music? What is it about today’s bomba that speaks to
more than just survival?

The new renaissance of bomba within Puerto Rican communities in the last twenty
years or so can be seen in many tangible ways, not the least of which are the visual
manifestations of baile de bomba in so many contexts: Puerto Rico tourism
commercials on network television in 2003 closing with a scene of a bomba female
dancer, commercials for detergents which differentiate between bomba from Santurce
and bomba from the south, Rafael Cepeda’s bombas as backdrop to the Vidal exhibit 
at the Smithsonian, and print ads for Son del Batey’s bombazos every Sunday on Calle
San Sebastián—all these scenes and more provide signals to Puerto Ricans that bomba
still resonates as a cultural force, albeit commercially in some instances (see Barton
1995: 92; Duany 2002; Cockburn 2003).

One significant media event that heralds the renaissance of bomba, however, is the
film special by Banco Popular for 2001, Raíces. With its focus in 2001 on the native
drum rhythms of Puerto Rico, Raíces surpassed many expectations on so many
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Despite bomba’s rich rhythmic complexity, longevity, and historical significance,
there are very few commercially available recordings that are devoted exclusively to
bomba songs and bomba rhythms: Cortijo y Su Combo (Bombas para bailar, circa late
1950s); Paracumbé (Paracumbé, 1987); Rafael Cepeda y Bombalele (El roble mayor,
1996); and Ballet Folklórico Hermanos Ayala (La bomba de Loíza, 2002). And there 
are only a few others where bomba is featured in a majority of the songs presented.
Nonetheless, recordings of bombas have appeared in other albums with some frequency,
in particular since the 1990s. Two independent distinguishing features of the
recent recordings portend a long-lasting future for bomba music: first, the use of
sieses de bomba that go beyond sicá as it was popularized by Rafael Cortijo; and second,
the use of an authentic bomba instrumental ensemble in the recording studio. 
The first characteristic underscores the broader appreciation today for the different
forms of bomba that we have from Puerto Rico. The second characteristic creates 
a badge of authenticity in its own right and supports the creation of a larger market
for the barriles de bomba from Puerto Rican drum-makers. In the world of Latin jazz
recordings a number of forays have also been made to incorporate authentic bomba
drumming ensembles and to incorporate bomba rhythms beyond sicá by artists such 
as William Cepeda, David Sánchez, and Papo Vázquez. 

In addition, there is a notable increase in the number of bomba music ensembles 
in Puerto Rico and in the United States within the last two decades. The resurgence
of bomba in Puerto Rico has energized this development as much as the increased
opportunities for learning authentic bomba de baile. Many of the leading exponents 
of bomba music acknowledge that they learned it directly from their families, as in
the case of Petra Cepeda, of the renowned La Familia Cepeda, and William Archeval,
who was instrumental in guiding the development of the group Paracumbé (Barton 1995:
13; Cartagena 1999b: 7). But these close-knit methods of passing down traditions have
changed. In New York the education work of Los Pleneros de la 21 has focused heavily
on children. Chicago has multiple venues where bomba workshops are available to the
public. And in the late 1990s the Dos Alas tour of musicians from Cuba (Grupo AfroCuba
de Mantanzas) and Puerto Rico (Los Hermanos Cepeda) provided invaluable lessons
in bomba percussion and dance to many Puerto Ricans in the diaspora. The most
significant educational institution in the genre, however, is the Escuela de Bomba
y Plena Rafael Cepeda Atiles led by Modesto Cepeda in Santurce, which in 2000
celebrated its 25th anniversary. The school has no equal.

In short, bomba today is much more fully expressive than in the Cortijo era, both 
in the commercial recording market and in live presentations. It is also in many ways
much closer to its roots. At the same time, however, it has yet to reach the commercial
success of its counterpart, plena, whether measured in sales, where recordings by Plena
Libre can reach sales of a hundred thousand units, or in market share, where bomba’s
dominant position during the Cortijo era has not been matched. 

“Yet the question as to whether bomba is ‘alive and growing’ or ‘withering and
vanishing’ also depends a great deal on how bomba is defined” (Barton 1995: 31).
Author Barton goes on to note that the mere playing of bomba rhythms is increasingly
found throughout the island in festivals and other forms. However, as researchers
have noted, when bomba de baile is analyzed over time there are signals of “progressive
decay,” and when it is viewed from the prism of commercialism, there are concerns
about its adulteration (Barton 1995: 87—quoting Dufrasne González). Undoubtedly,
many forms and songs of traditional bomba have been lost over time, as major
exponents of the genre have taken their knowledge, passed along in the oral
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different levels, despite obvious limitations. In the first place it elevates bomba as an equal
partner with plena in the celebration of Puerto Rico’s drums; indeed, bomba outpaces plena
in the number of selections presented in both the film and the accompanying CD
release. Raíces also incorporates genuine bomberos and pleneros as lead artists in their
own songs, not just as accompaniment for the star vocalists who have come to
characterize Banco Popular specials. And the film special also does justice to dancers—
especially bomba dancers, who grace the screen throughout the ninety minutes of 
prime time television (Cartagena 2001). In all, the film special served both as an
educational/documentary tool and as entertainment and has been recognized as
providing basic information on the differences between bomba and plena and on the
rudiments of bomba to a mass audience (Cartagena 2002, quoting Tito Matos).

Another significant contribution to the recent appreciation of bomba is the
documentary on the Cepeda family, Bomba: Dancing the Drum. Produced by Roberta
Singer and directed by Ashley James, this 2000 film excels by having Don Rafael Cepeda
and his family narrate the development of bomba music and their family’s unique
contributions to its preservation. By aggressively pursuing film festivals throughout the
United States, Europe, and the Caribbean, and receiving artistic recognition throughout,
the film has created an exposure to bomba music on the international scene.

Other signs of bomba’s resurgence can be found in a review of publicly available
music releases and in the opportunities by musical groups to present bomba in a live
format. Part of this inquiry into a bomba renaissance requires us to differentiate
between the expressions of bomba in the last twenty years or so to those of previous
eras. In many ways the differences are clear: recordings of bomba music in this era are
more likely to present a full range of bomba rhythms from sicá to yubá to seis corrido to
güembé and everything in between. Equally important, bomba drumming is presented
today with authentic drumming ensembles—be it in live presentations or in studio
recordings. Authentic bomba instrumentation is one that rejects the use of the Cuban
derived conga in favor of bomba drums, or barrilles de bomba. 
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Lillian Pérez, of Segunda Quimbamba, preparing to dance bomba. Union City, NJ, 2002.  Photograph by Meriam Lobel.
Reprinted, by permission, from Juan Cartagena.
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Puerto Rico or New York. Naturally, our youth will express themselves in their 
own way . . . . There is no one bomba, it belongs to all of us” (Cartagena 1998: 4).
Youth representation is also seen in groups from Orlando to Ponce.

In New York the veteran bomberos clearly have passed on the tradition to many
extremely talented youth, with the knowledge that survival of the genre is
guaranteed for many, many years. The efforts of Los Pleneros de la 21, with its 
history of conducting children’s workshops, have bridged the tradition forged by 
the Cepedas (among others), who have used their talents to teach many Puerto
Ricans the art of bomba and in New York have created the mechanisms, on a
consistent basis, for the acculturation of many Boricuas outside the colony.11 Today,
some of the best known among their students is the child prodigy Camilo Molina,
who has played percussion and recorded with Viento de Agua; Obanilú Iré Allende
Solana, who has been currently sharing the stage with Yerbabuena and Bombazo de
New York; Nelson Matthew González, whose bomba dancing is seen in documentaries
filmed throughout the New York area; Isaac Chapet Tanco, from a long line of bomberos
in the Tanco family and who is seen performing with Los Pleneros de la 21 in the Raíces
music film special by Banco Popular; and Jessica Costa, who drums and dances at a high
level, earning her special attention in advanced workshops.12 New York City has also
enjoyed energetic bomba presented by groups such as Yerbabuena and more recently,
Alma Moyó, led by Alex LaSalle, and by individuals such as Jorge Vázquez, recognized 
by Los Pleneros de la 21 for his talents. Led by Tato Torres, Yerbabuena has made
contemporary inroads into traditional bomba formats and has attracted a sizeable youth
audience as well as youth performers in its public appearances (León Peña-Villa 2001).

The resurgence of bomba in Puerto Rico is also fueled by its youth, who have
learned what they could from veteran bomberos and then taken upon themselves the
task of restoration and dissemination. A new name, bombazo, was appended to the use
of bomba as a communal event that elevated the participatory nature of the music and
dance, downplayed the formality of stage and costume, and encouraged dancing to
the drum by all present. Although the term was apparently coined by veteran Jesús
Cepeda, the bombazo phenomenon of the late 1990s was led by the younger
generation of bomberos who had been students of Modesto Cepeda, Jesús Cepeda, 
and members of Paracumbé. 

In addition to the veteran, Ángel Luis Reyes, these bomberos included Yamir Rios
González, Juan Usera, José, Jorge, and Víctor Emmanuelli Nater, Halbert Barton, 
and many others. José Emmanuelli Nater, along with Barton, then took the bombazos
to another level through the Centro de Investigaciones Culturales Raíces Eternas
(CICRE) and through Bombazo de Puerto Rico. In a short period, an upsurge of
interest by Puerto Ricans in the dances and rhythms of bomba was generated by a
series of bombazos who made inroads with many young Puerto Ricans in bars and
clubs throughout the San Juan area, starting with the first venue in Mango’s Café 
in Punta Las Marías and culminating with bombazos before 500 people in towns
throughout the island. This is one factor that led to a “renaissance” of bomba on the
island and the incorporation of a sizeable number of Puerto Rican youth into bomba
(de Cuba 1999; Salazar 1994, 1995; Barton 2002). 

In a related development, a group of Puerto Ricans between the ages of 19 and 27,
including Gerardo Ferrao, Pablo Luis Rivera, and others, founded Restauración
Cultural, Inc. as a vehicle for their genuine concern for the maintenance of Puerto
Rico’s cultural roots. Regular bomba jam sessions in Viejo San Juan, and recently in
Piñones, are also led by the bomba group Son del Batey, consisting of a number of
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tradition, to their graves. Accordingly, bomba’s renaissance is indeed a rebirth of the
genre, but one that is limited to the better-known, better-documented modalities. 

The question is whether bomba is used as a proxy for the past or as a vehicle for
expression in the present. The categorization of musical expressions as folklore often
reflects a class bias towards the music of the masses, which has been the product of
oral traditions and may well serve to segregate those expressions from the preferred
tastes of the dominant elites. Folkloric in this sense results in staid, archaic,
immutable music. Indeed, even the label “folkloric” has been met with criticism for
these and other reasons. Dufrasne González suggests an alternative nomenclature:
popular (in Spanish), a term that encompasses peoples’ expressions, collectively
owned and characterized by anonymous compositions (Milan 1999). There is reason
to conclude that bomba, as it enters this millennium, is not a proxy for Puerto Rico’s
past but, with the increasing acceptance among Puerto Rican youth, is instead a
dynamic modality for contemporary expression.

Youth & Bomba: From Hip Hop to Bomba.
Segunda Quimbamba, a Jersey City-based percussion and dance ensemble that
performs both bomba and plena, was back at Montclair State University for a return
engagement. This time hip hop was meeting bomba in an encounter that was a
natural, spontaneous progression from the spoken word and bomba rhythms featured
in the weekly “Words and Drums” series in Jersey City. That previous encounter
allowed the older generation bomba drummers to join forces with young bloods 
from Positive Latino Association, an organization aimed at providing alternatives 
for Latino youth in the Jersey City/Union City area. That area of metropolitan New
York has also had its share of changes. Because of gentrification, Puerto Ricans and
Dominicans were being forced out of downtown Jersey City—the historic epicenter
of the Boricua community—and consequently were moving north to displace Cubans
at the edges of Union City. Latinos and Latinas at Montclair State were present in
good number as bomba set the context for what came next: an accented down beat 
on the sicá rhythm, a cunyá from the songbook of Rafael Cepeda, Jersey Devil
(Danny Rojas) on the mike rapping extended verses in English to contrast the Spanish
coro (“cunyá, de la peronía, cunyá”), and a dance off between the younger female dancers
of Segunda Quimbamba and Four Worlds, b-boys from PLA, including Rafael Corona.
The performance straddled the expanse of tradition and modernity that Rodríguez
Juliá attributed to Cortijo’s music (Flores 1993a: 22). And its manifestation in this New
Jersey college campus was just one in a series of encounters of reaffirmation and
identity between Boricua youth and Boricua veterans grounded in bomba.

Far away, in the heart of Chicago’s Puerto Rican neighborhoods, bomba music has
had a home for many years in the hearts of Boricua youth. Grupo Yubá operating out
of the Segundo Ruiz Belvis Cultural Center, is almost entirely youth based, and its
performances are steeped in the tradition of yubá, sicá, gracimá, and güembé rhythms,
reflecting both the Santurce and Ponce regions. The youth representation is no mere
tokenism, as Eli Samuel Rodríguez notes: “its time to make way for our kids”
(Cartagena 1998: 3). This principle is fortified by the group’s emphasis on having
young people take the lead assignments in the group. Tito Rodríguez, formerly 
of Grupo Yubá, continues this strong youth element in his subsequent ensemble’s
permutations (López 2001). He is currently the director of the bomba and plena
ensemble AfriCaribe in Chicago, and his observations say much in the way of
adaptation: “How we play and dance bomba in Chicago is different from that of
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young talented performers. The task of extending the world view that bomba
represents for all Puerto Ricans is one that is willingly assumed by the island’s youth,
as Rivera notes: “As young people we are concerned about the possibility of losing
bomba . . . and plena. Which is why we coordinated activities that permit the public 
to develop an affinity for these expressions. We also work to clarify the confusion
that exists in many people that does not enable them to differentiate between bomba
and plena” (Sánchez Viera 2000: 26—author’s translation). In the late 1990s Bombazo
de Puerto Rico with the Emmanuelli Nater brothers made its way to Brooklyn for
the first time and received an enthusiastic response from Nuyoricans, who were very
familiar with the participatory, communal form of bomba.

But it is in the world of hip hop that bomba uniquely speaks the familiar language
of resistance and revolution that bridges time and ancestry. Raquel Rivera’s
important work on the significant New York Puerto Rican contributions to the
development of hip hop (Rivera 2003) serves as the perfect complement to Juan
Flores’ previous recognition of the contributions that the genre has made to the
cultural identity of Puerto Ricans in the diaspora (Flores 2000a). Rivera’s work also
serves to answer Flores’ not-so-rhetorical question, What does the hip hop
generation of Boricuas know about bomba? Apparently, much more than before.
Actress, rapper, singer, dancer, and poet La Bruja (Caridad de la Luz) fronting
YerbaBuena’s bomba ensemble; rap’s interchangeable references to Vieques; 
bomba music and Santeria; and former members of the Boricua Bomb Squad looking
to hook into Dominican palo and Puerto Rican bomba groups are all part of a
continuum that includes the Segunda Quimbamba hip hop and bomba encounter at
Montclair State University (Rivera 2003: 194, 228). Rivera’s account of the wonderful
mess/pleasure of the hip hop wedding of Rokafella and Kwikstep, leaders of the Full
Circle dance crew, whose wedding march was conducted to the beat of a bomba yubá,
evidences in multiple ways how New York Ricans are rewriting the rules when it
comes to bomba and hip hop (Rivera 2003: 235–9). 

Conclusion 
When it comes to Puerto Rican bomba today, the possibilities of growth in new
directions are present—bomba exists in forms from jazz to hip hop, acquiring a lyrical
independence from tradition. Dance expressions are steeped in today’s times but
danced to centuries-old rhythms, and there are forays of bomba with reggaeton, as in
the expressions of Tego Calderón and his large following. Also, the opportunities 
to learn bomba proper and to fortify baile de bomba are increasing.

In sum, bomba is growing today, which allows us to conclude that its survival is
much more than just a possibility. It is a certainty. Traditionalists may view some 
of these developments as another form of assimilation. Whether this is true or not, 
it remains true that the terms of this resurgence are, in the case of Puerto Rico’s
drum music, being defined by Puerto Ricans. 

Resurgence. Renewal. Reaffirmance. It all points to a Puerto Rican future,
admittedly distant, when bomba will join its counterparts and be identified as 
a national music of the Puerto Rican nation.

7(0)
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Edwardo Torres, of Segunda Quimbamba, dancing bomba. Jersey City, NJ, 2000. 
Photograph by Rafael Torres. Reprinted, by permission, from Juan Cartagena.
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N O T E S
1 Joselino “Bumbún” Oppenheimer is a legendary plenero from Ponce during the first
era of plena in its infancy; Escobar is a legendary plenero who excelled on the requinto drum
in the Santurce region in the latter half of the twentieth century.
2 These are four giants in the development of Puerto Rico’s bomba. Rafael Cepeda is
known as the patriarch of bomba and plena for his prolific song composition, his
leadership in the Santurce variation of bomba, and his family’s commitment to this cause.
Castor Ayala, a renowned craftsman, is the founder of Ballet Folklórico Hermanos Ayala
in Loíza over forty years ago. Rafael Cortijo led a revolution in the appreciation of bomba
and plena music with his group, Cortijo y Su Combo. William Archeval is the veteran
bombero and plenero who is credited with preserving and teaching the Ponce or southern
regional form of bomba.
3 Any discussion of the rudiments of bomba and its 300 plus years of history should
start with the caveat that there is a critical need to further document the full breadth of
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(Quintero Rivera 1992: 45—author’s translation).
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of the understatement of bomba lyrics. (See Torres 2001.)
5 José Manuel Argüelles from New York City is another excellent source on the
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with Dr. Fu-Kiau in 2000 and with Dr. Arthur Spears in 2002, has documented the
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island requires more attention.
6 Juan Flores’ essay on the controversy engendered by Cortijo’s career also refers to
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7 Rodríguez Julía ( 1983: 72, 85). Similarly, in a subsequent essay, Rodríguez Juliá
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